
 

 

Looking for a truly comprehensive solution to KIIs? Time is running out! 

The clock is ticking towards the introduction of the Key Investor Information regime. The 
transitional period begins in July and this fast-approaching date is focusing minds on just how 
many difficulties need to be overcome in order to produce, issue and maintain KIIs.  

There are so many different elements to delivering compliant KIIs – production, delivery, 
maintenance, risk-reward indicators, plain English drafting, translations all spring to mind.  
Many groups are actively considering an external solution but not all of these provide a truly 
comprehensive solution, with many failing to tick all the boxes.   

Kii Hub (www.kiihub.com) is the comprehensive end-to-end solution for drafting, producing, 

maintaining, translating and delivering your KIIs.  Key Investor Information documents are not 
marketing and their style and content are strictly prescribed, so you need more than just a 
document management system.  Moreover, the requirements for different share classes and 
languages dramatically multiply the number of documents needed – and all within 35 business 
days of the start of every year. Kii Hub is a single, streamlined solution providing: 

• Robust production and delivery made easy: the proprietary fund data collected daily by 
Financial Express for the calculation and monitoring of the standardised Risk and Reward 
Indicator and performance chart, together with their experience of producing and 
delivering over 60,000 fund factsheets every month. 

• Plain English drafting skills from an experienced team who have been rewriting legal and 
regulatory documents into ‘plain’ English for many years.  

• Comprehensive translation service from cross-border experts. 

Our solution is automated, uses proven technology and also delivers the vital drafting and 
translation add-ons.  

For more information on how Kii Hub will meet your needs, contact us on: +44(0) 207 337 2299 
or info@kiihub.com  
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